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RESEARCH REPORT The search for new knowledge

Hot Topics in Anytown
There is a long-standing dispute
between the volunteer and professional fire departments in
Anytown, New York, over re·
sources and authority, and researchers from SU's Center for
the Study of Citizenship are
keeping an eye on the situation.
They are using this and other
issues in Anytown to study and
perhaps improve upon methods
of civic decision making.
Anytown is the fictional name
of a very real upstate New York
community, population 40,000,
which is currently pulling out of
an economic decline (anonymity for the town helps assure accurate data) . Its attempts to
cope with community progress
and problems are the subject of
a three-year study that the citizenship center is conducting.
Manfred Stanley, professor
of sociology, heads up the
study; he is also director of the
citizenship center, which was
established in 1984. Working
with him are five graduate students affiliated with the interdisciplinary center, majoring in
subjects as varied as adult education and social sciences.
The purpose of the study is to
define " civic conversation," a
term whose elusive definition
seems to include everything from
political conventions to the common coffee klatch . If you 've
ever talked with friends about a
problem in your communityone you feel powerless to
change- or ever attempted to
alter the status quo, only to find
yourself locked in a no-win battle with the powers that be, then
you've probably participated in
civic conversation.
The center's case study of
Anytown is divided into three
stages. The first stage, executed
last year, consisted of three-hour
interviews with 60 community
leaders to determine their perceptions of the community and
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Elections aren 't the only means by which citizens govern: SU researchers are studying the type of
"civic con versations" that occur every day. Meanwhile, scholars fro m the Maxwell School are
helping to analyze taxation in such developing nations as Jamaica and (right) Burkina Faso.
its problems.
The second stage, currently in
progress, requires that studygroup members become trusted
observers of various community
organizations. Together, these
organizations represent the entire community population,
ranging from what Stanley calls
the " inner elite," such as members of the Chamber of Commerce, to the "internal stranger
groups," such as the poor. Histories of the groups, membership profiles, and interviews will
also be compiled·.
"What we want to Jearn,"
says Stanley, ''is how these
groups function and, most importantly, what public issues
they talk about when they're left

alone. In the case of the fire
department problem, for instance, we want to learn· how
they understand this tensionnot how we understand it. "
Stanley stresses that he and
his five graduate students will
not be looking for a nswers to
each of the group's concerns but
to identify the different types of
civic discussion they employ.
In the third stage, the research
team will bring the most com,ersant members of these ·groups
together in a forum setting. The
researchers will experiment with
different types of forums that
focus on the issues of their
choice.
" We want to experiment with
different techniques," Stanley

says. "Take story-telling, for instance. Normally civic fo rums
look down on story-telling because it takes you away from
the analysis of policy issues. But
that's a very middle-class bias,
because most people think and
feel in terms of stories. So what
kind of moderator training could
we pioneer that would integrate
story-telling into a forum
model? "
Ideally, such innovations
would solve a problem that
Stanley's group has already
identified- that the people who
attend forums are almost exclusively middle class. For
forums truly to be civic conversations, they believe, citizens
from all social classes should
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participate in and feel at ease
with the forum process.
The effectiveness of the
forum experiment will be of
special interest to the National
Issues Forum (NIF) Program,
coordinated by the national
Domestic Policy Association.
Each year, NIF open forums are
held in towns across the country
on topics of national concern.
NIF organizers are interested in
seeing whether the results of the
center's study may help NIF
conduct more effective forums
and train citizens to hold their
own civic conversations whenever they are needed.
The main long-range question, Stanley says, is, What difference would this experience
make in the lives of the people?
Does it activate people who
might not otherwise have been
activated to enter into a civic

career, ranging from volunteering for a civic organization to
running for office or becoming
involved in political or civic
issues or campaigns?
"The problem in this town,"
he says, "and this applies everywhere, is when you've met 150
people you've met the active
citizenry.''

Maxwell's Fiscal
Ghostbusters
During the past seven years,
scholars in the Maxwell School's
Metropolitan Studies Program
have braved such indignities as
slogging through the flood
waters of Bangladesh and sweltering in the 115-degree heat of
Pakistan, all in the name of
research. The scholars are pioneering a new field of tax studies: the analysis of tax systems

and fiscal structures of developing countries.
The team-which includes
Maxwell School professors Roy
Bah!, Larry Schroeder, David
Greytak, Jerry Miner, and
David Robinson, and research
associate Barbara Miller-has
conducted fiscal studies in
Bangladesh, Jamaica, Ecuador,
the Philippines, Peru, Pakistan,
India, Indonesia, and Burkina
Faso (formerly Upper Volta).
The work of these "fiscal
ghostbusters," as Miller calls
the group, is not to impose
some idealized fiscal structure
onto a country. In fact, often
the countries they study are
bogged down with antiquated
or makeshift structures previously imposed by outside
governments.
"What we do," Schroeder
says, "is find out what a
government's goals are, analyze
the fiscal system that is in place,
and propose reforms which
could help it better achieve
those goals."
Sound simple? It's not.
For instance, when Schroeder,
Miller, and Bah! went to Bangladesh to see whether local
governments had the resources
to maintain and repair roads,
they found that the central
government had no records on
local government financing. To
learn whether local governments
could support road systems,
three graduate students spent
months studying district finance
systems.
"One student who lived in a
village for nine months had a
wonderful time doing an indepth study which showed that
local leaders raise more taxes
from people who aren't their
relatives than from those who
are," Miller recalls.
In the end, the Bangladesh
team proposed a range of policy
options, from charging user's
fees to pay for roads to recruiting volunteer labor to maintain
them.
All but one of the projects
have dealt with local government structures under the Local
Revenue Assistance Project,
funded by the United States
Agency for International Development (USAID). The Jamaica
project is an exception, because

it deals instead with federal taxation; three years ago, the Metropolitan Studies Program contracted with Jamaica to help its
Revenue Board formulate and
execute comprehensive fiscal
reform on the national level.
Funded by a $4.5-million
grant from the Jamaican government and USAID, Bah!, two
Metro Studies graduate students,
and a team of international experts began phase one of the
Jamaica project. They first
analyzed the existing tax structure, which applied a 40-percent
rate to people with annual incomes below $7,000 and progressively higher rates for people
earning more, ranging up to
57.5 percent for incomes above
$14,000.
The system also allowed for
business write-offs that were so
abused that ultimately only 40
percent of legally due income
taxes were collected. The system
also encouraged investors to invest outside the country, thus
weakening the economy.
After two years' work, Metro
Studies researchers helped develop a new tax system, adopted
by Jamaica last year. It excludes
the first $8,580 of annual income from taxation and levies
a flat tax rate of 33 YJ percent
on all income above $8,580.
The Metropolitan Studies
Program has since received a
second grant of $4.3 million to
develop software for a new
computerized tax administration system, train personnel to
use the system, continue training in filling out the new tax
forms it helped devise, and
assist in formulating and executing corporate and value tax
reforms.
To date, the group has received high praise for its work.
Jamaican prime minister Edward Seaga wrote to USAID
that the Revenue Board "benefitted significantly from a close
working relationship with a
team of tax experts under the
direction of Dr. Roy Bah! of
Syracuse University," and a
daily paper characterized the income tax reform proposals as
the best in years.
-Alexandra Eyle
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